FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

9 PANEL IS NOW AN OWNER PARTNER OF THE ONE FINALS
9 Panel events open more bid opportunities for the southeast

LINTHICUM, MARYLAND September 8, 2020, The ONE Finals is excited to have 9 Panel Cheer join as a new
owner partner of The ONE Finals. Mark Barnes, 9 Panel Cheer owner, says, "The overall experience of events is an
important factor for 9 Panel. The ONE Finals is the clear choice to join forces to offer a quality end-of-season event
opportunity. We want to align with other independent event producers committed to offering a higher level of service
and production in competitions, and we have found that in The ONE Finals." Dee Barnes, Owner of Fusion Cheer
and Dance Championships, adds, "Choosing Mark and his team at 9 Panel to join The ONE Finals was an easy
choice. He brings a positive voice to our industry and is passionate about bringing a fresh approach to the
competition experience". The ONE Finals look forward to hosting events in Sandusky, Ohio; Virginia Beach, Virginia;
New Orleans, Louisiana; and Orlando, Florida, in 2021!

ABOUT THE ONE FINALS
The ONE Finals is a unique, end-of-season event series offered to Cheer and Dance Teams since 2013. Top
independent event producer companies will award the top three placing teams ONLY with exclusive bids to the One
Finals location of their choice. Each finals location champion will receive rings and move on to the Virtual Finals to
battle it out for Jackets and "The One." Unlike any other end-of-season event, Bids to The ONE are prestigious.
This exclusivity makes winning THE ONE a valid reward for your season-long teamwork, dedication and victory!
Visit http://www.theonefinals.com /for more information on bid events in your area.
ABOUT 9 PANEL CHEER
9 Panel Cheer is a motivated team of professionals in the industry led by Mark Barnes. 9 Panel is committed to the
goal to create a positive overall experience for the competitor, parent, coach, and fan. At 9 Panel, it brings a higher
level of service to all aspects of the competition from start to finish. You can expect nothing less than top customer
service. Visit www.9panel.net to learn where you can earn a bid to The ONE Finals with 9 Panel.

